
Subject: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by Spoony on Sat, 21 Nov 2009 01:27:39 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

This arguably belongs in the tactics section, but I think people ought to know about it.

For a long time now I have been arguing for the Mesa "deadzones" to be fixed; I have long
theorised that it would make the map fairer.

quick summary of what I mean by deadzones. currently on mesa:
- tanks on the bridge have a tough time hitting buildings, they only do partial damage to vehicles
on ground level, and they don't splash infantry
- GDI tanks on the side path can't hit the airstrip ramp, and have the same partial-damage
problem against Nod tanks behind the wall
- grenadiers and rocket soldiers can't properly hit the airstrip ramp from the infantry-only area.

it is proposed to fix this in the scripts 4.0 / TT patch. but for some time I have asked for someone
to make a quick fix for me so I can begin balance testing it. danpaul88 has done so and I'm very
grateful to him.
 http://www.renegadeforums.com/index.php?t=msg&th=35205&start=0&rid=2 0608

so far I'm very impressed with the results... it adds a whole new depth to the map. controlling the
bridge is just as important as controlling the cave now; they affect each other and they're both
crucial. a med or two on the bridge can really make things difficult for teched arties on the cave; it
does full damage to the arties and is very tricky to hit back. it can also pose a deadly threat to the
techs.
currently, all nod really has to do is swarm the cave with teched arties, and have maybe one
person watching the side path... now they actually have to be a little more creative than that.

it also gives GDI a lot more options - grenading the strip is now a decent way for someone to get
money for a fast med/MRLS. meds on the side path near the nod refinery now have their full
power. and speaking of MRLS, a fast MRLS on the bridge is a valid strategy now, it can pummel
the Hand early on.

right now it's not really suited for public servers because all players have to download the map,
but it's well worth trying. I have it running in the clanwars league, and i'm also hoping to use it in
community matches.

cheers
Spoony
- Clanwars.cc Admin and TT Balance Consultant

Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by ChewML on Sat, 21 Nov 2009 01:50:32 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

  Most have always hated being GDI on that map, this should help cope with that. Thanks to the
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both of you for the time and effort to research/investigate and fix this deadzone glitch.

Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by Spoony on Sat, 21 Nov 2009 01:51:09 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

quick link to the file by the way.
http://www.renegadeforums.com/index.php?t=getfile&id=12170&rid=20608

it currently works a bit like a fanmap in the sense that all players in the server need to have
downloaded it.

if the server rotation is set to Mesa2, then any player without it will be ejected from the server.
however, downloading mesa2 will not in any way hinder your ability to play the original Mesa
when a server has it in its rotation.

(that at least is how it works with this file. i'm not sure what the plans are when it will be included in
scripts/TT patch, i.e. whether it will be implemented across the board or not)

Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by Spoony on Sat, 21 Nov 2009 01:58:42 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Oh, one other thing that is definitely worth mentioning. I revitalised the clanwars.cc league at the
beginning of november, and so far it's going very well - great competition, and almost entirely fair
play across the board. One of the things I did was implement the original Renegade points and
economy system (aka the pointsfix), and disallow harv blocking. The results are that just about all
the original Westwood maps are now completely fair - previously, quite a few maps were not fair
at all. most obviously field, under and wallsfly. now, they're all fair (between GDI and Nod, i mean)
except for mesa. I don't think it's a coincidence that Mesa is also the only map with a bug affecting
gameplay that can be fixed - i.e. the deadzones. I also don't think it's a coincidence that the map
is greatly improved when the deadzones are fixed... we're finally seeing the map as it was
designed, just like other maps are when the pointsfix is implemented and when harv blocking is
disallowed.

Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by Homey on Sat, 21 Nov 2009 07:53:24 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Basically I would say that anything you can do while you host you should be able to do as a client,
so yes. This would also apply to hourglass and a few other maps where this glitch is prominent. 
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Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by Dover on Sat, 21 Nov 2009 09:06:10 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Spoony wrote on Fri, 20 November 2009 17:27This arguably belongs in the tactics section, but I
think people ought to know about it.

For a long time now I have been arguing for the Mesa "deadzones" to be fixed; I have long
theorised that it would make the map fairer.

quick summary of what I mean by deadzones. currently on mesa:
- tanks on the bridge have a tough time hitting buildings, they only do partial damage to vehicles
on ground level, and they don't splash infantry
- GDI tanks on the side path can't hit the airstrip ramp, and have the same partial-damage
problem against Nod tanks behind the wall
- grenadiers and rocket soldiers can't properly hit the airstrip ramp from the infantry-only area.

it is proposed to fix this in the scripts 4.0 / TT patch. but for some time I have asked for someone
to make a quick fix for me so I can begin balance testing it. danpaul88 has done so and I'm very
grateful to him.
  http://www.renegadeforums.com/index.php?t=msg&th=35205&start=0&rid=2 0608

so far I'm very impressed with the results... it adds a whole new depth to the map. controlling the
bridge is just as important as controlling the cave now; they affect each other and they're both
crucial. a med or two on the bridge can really make things difficult for teched arties on the cave; it
does full damage to the arties and is very tricky to hit back. it can also pose a deadly threat to the
techs.
currently, all nod really has to do is swarm the cave with teched arties, and have maybe one
person watching the side path... now they actually have to be a little more creative than that.

it also gives GDI a lot more options - grenading the strip is now a decent way for someone to get
money for a fast med/MRLS. meds on the side path near the nod refinery now have their full
power. and speaking of MRLS, a fast MRLS on the bridge is a valid strategy now, it can pummel
the Hand early on.

right now it's not really suited for public servers because all players have to download the map,
but it's well worth trying. I have it running in the clanwars league, and i'm also hoping to use it in
community matches.

cheers
Spoony
- Clanwars.cc Admin and TT Balance Consultant

In StarCraft, when map flaws are found and corrected, the map is re-released under an updated
version. For example, the popular map Python is currently in it's 1.3 version. Can we expect to
see the same for Mesa and/or Hourglass, or will there be some kind of attempt to update the core
map without replacing it? I'd love to see a C&C Mesa 1.1 (When the TT autodownloader is
available and this becomes practical, of course).
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Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by Goztow on Sat, 21 Nov 2009 09:07:46 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

TT will fix the problem through code, so the "dirty fix" danpaul created now will not be needed
anymore. Until then we can at least test the map with the fix .

Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by Dover on Sat, 21 Nov 2009 09:09:21 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Goztow wrote on Sat, 21 November 2009 01:07TT will fix the problem through code, so the "dirty
fix" danpaul created now will not be needed anymore. Until then we can at least test the map with
the fix .

Even better. 

Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by EvilWhiteDragon on Sat, 21 Nov 2009 09:32:23 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Gozy is right, we won't change the map file, we just removed the limitation that Westwood made
by mistake. It was impossible to shoot more than x degrees under your current position.
Something that can also be noted when rushing downhill in hourglass. When you did this it could
happen that all/a lot of your bullets didn't cause damage to buildings until you where very near the
end of the hill.

Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by Jamie or NuneGa on Wed, 02 Dec 2009 16:11:05 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Arty on bridge is so overpowered now, it can kill the barracks way before a med can drive around
and get to it and if the other guy reps the barracks the 2nd arty starts hitting w.f. Plus if someone
rushes the bridge arty it can just reverse back and get teched by someone at the bottom.

In 2v2's the map has been made more nod bias, however I think in larger games it may have
actually become more fair, yet I have not played any of these.

Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by Spoony on Wed, 02 Dec 2009 16:15:16 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message
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in a 2v2 a med has a decent chance of holding the bridge... plus if once you have a med on the
bridge, a mammoth in the cave is total slaughter

the idea is you take the bridge even if the enemy isn't up there yet. plus by having someone
grenade the strip you can get a med pretty quick

Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by Goztow on Wed, 02 Dec 2009 17:04:24 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

We played it in I-CW 4v5. Unfortunately teams were uneven, but still... the map was much more
enjoyable. GDI (team of 5) won eventually, but we put up a decent fight. The fight over the bridge
was indeed very important.

Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by Starbuzzz on Thu, 03 Dec 2009 07:30:18 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Thx Spoony...gotta try it out in a couple weeks.

Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by Jamie or NuneGa on Thu, 03 Dec 2009 13:54:53 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Spoony wrote on Wed, 02 December 2009 16:15in a 2v2 a med has a decent chance of holding
the bridge... plus if once you have a med on the bridge, a mammoth in the cave is total slaughter

the idea is you take the bridge even if the enemy isn't up there yet. plus by having someone
grenade the strip you can get a med pretty quick

unfortunatly grenading the air results in the other team getting the box, with a little luck they can
get instant arty on bridge.

Subject: Re: Mesa deadzone fix
Posted by Spoony on Thu, 03 Dec 2009 17:45:56 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

no it doesn't result in that, cos you go grenade the strip if you get a barracks spawn and if you get
a barracks spawn you aren't getting a box anyway.

spawn wf > get box. spawn bar > grenade strip
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